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Committed to Quality

Tired of attractive yet flimsy accessories? Well! worry not as SARATAZ comes to you with a solution by
declaring the herald of quality products that would cater to your fashion needs without compromising the
quality standards. So, get ready to dazzle the world with accessories that match your standards.

Innovative designs

Each individual is a unique make and SARATZ believes in upholding the same. Our products reflect your
unique personality, as we invest our efforts in bringing up customised products based on your demand,
meeting your unique style. Create your style statement with us, as your ideas drive our creativity.

100% Satisfaction

When it comes to service, we believe in cent percent delivery as customer happiness and satisfaction is
central to our functioning. Be totally content while shopping with us and feel free to contact us for clearing
any of your queries with regard to our business or products. As, we aim to build long-term relations, that
matter.



Customised full colour printed promotional bags

Let your merchandise speak of your standards by taking advantage of our colour-printed promotional bags or
shopping bags that would give your brand a necessary edge, when it comes to marketing.We have incorporated
the latest methods of screen printing and photo-quality heat transfer printing that increases the appeal of the
product. You can choose any fabric, style or size to get your product designed in the way you want it. And not
just that. If you have a full colour artwork that other companies find too complex to get done; or if you have a
small order to place- contact us. We take small and large orders for full colour printed bags. Contact us for a
free quote now!

Reusable bags and materials

We provide an extensive range of customised colour bags which will help promote your brand, business or
organization with a unique promotional, shopping or gift logos. Our expertise and products are not limited to
shopping bags of different size, colour and style. We deal in eco-friendly fabrics such as, cotton, canvas, jute &
hemp. So, we have products that could match any of your need then whether it be retail bags, market bags or
bags meant for promotion or for any occasion or events, we have got you covered.

Environment Friendly Products

Showcase your commitment to environment by choosing from our wide array of customised, reusable bags
made of natural jute or cotton fibre. If you are planning to give your services a necessary tinge of
environmental accountability, contact us. We can provide you with products made of natural fibre of your
choice, with its own characteristic appeal. These eco-friendly products will not only give your product or
services an edge over the other competitors in market, it will also enhance your business’ image by making it
count with other major environmentally committed big shot contemporaries.
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